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Introduction
Welcome to Lyon!
Lyon had a population of 506,615 in 2014 and is France’s third-largest city after
Paris and Marseille. Lyon is the capital of the Metropolis of Lyon and the region
of Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes. The metropolitan area of Lyon had a population of
2,237,676 in 2013, the second-largest in France after Paris.
The city is known for its cuisine and gastronomy and historical and architectural
landmarks and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Lyon was historically an
important area for the production and weaving of silk. Lyon played a significant
role in the history of cinema: it is where Auguste and Louis Lumière invented
the cinematographe. It is also known for its light festival, the Fête des Lumières,
which begins every 8 December and lasts for four days, earning Lyon the title
of Capital of Lights. Economically, Lyon is a major centre for banking, as well
as for the chemical, pharmaceutical, and biotech industries. The city contains
a significant software industry with a particular focus on video games, and in
recent years has fostered a growing local start-up sector.
According to the historian Dio Cassius, in 43 BC, the Roman Senate ordered
Munatius Plancus and Lepidus, lieutenants of the assassinated Julius Caesar and
governors of central and Transalpine Gaul, respectively, to found a settlement
for a group of Roman refugees. These refugees had been expelled from Vienne
(a town about 30 km [19 mi] to the south) by the Allobroges and were now
encamped at the confluence of the Saône and Rhône rivers. Dio Cassius says
this task was to keep the two men from joining Mark Antony and bringing their
armies into the developing conflict. The Roman foundation was at Fourvière
hill and was officially called Colonia Copia Felix Munatia, a name invoking
prosperity and the blessing of the gods. The city became increasingly referred to
as Lugdunum. Two emperors were born in this city : Claudius, whose speech
is preserved in the Lyon Tablet in which he justifies the nomination of Gallic
senators, and Caracalla. Nowadays, the archbishop of Lyon is still referred to
as “Primat des Gaules” and the city often referred to as the “capitale des Gaules”.

Burgundian refugees fleeing the destruction of Worms by the Huns in 437 were
re-settled by the military commander of the west, Aëtius, at Lugdunum. This
became the capital of the new Burgundian kingdom in 461. In 843, by the
Treaty of Verdun, Lyon, with the country beyond the Saône, went to Lothair I.
It later was made part of the Kingdom of Arles. Lyon did not come under
French control until the 14th century.
Fernand Braudel remarked, “Historians of Lyon are not sufficiently aware of
the bi-polarity between Paris and Lyon, which is a constant structure in French
development...from the late Middle Ages to the Industrial Revolution”. In the late
15th century, the fairs introduced by Italian merchants made Lyon the economic
countinghouse of France. When international banking moved to Genoa, then
Amsterdam, Lyon remained the banking centre of France. In the later 1400s
and 1500s Lyon was an key centre of literary activity, both of French writers
(Maurice Scève, Antoine Heroet, Louise Labé) and of Italians in exile (Luigi
Alamanni, Giorgio Trissinio), for book publishing and of protestant activity.
In 1572, Lyon was a scene of mass violence by Catholics against Protestant
Huguenots in the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacres.
During the Renaissance, the city’s development was driven by the silk trade,
which strengthened its ties to Italy. (Italian influence on Lyon’s architecture is
still visible among historic buildings.) Thanks to the silk trade, the city became
an important industrial town during the 19th century.
During the French Revolution, Lyon rose up against the National Convention
and supported the Girondins. In 1793 the city was assaulted by the
Revolutionary armies and under siege for over two months. After Lyons was
defeated in October of 1793, the Convention ordered that its name be changed
to “Liberated City”. A decade later, Napoleon ordered the reconstruction of all
the buildings demolished during this period.
During World War II, Lyon was a centre for the occupying German forces, as
well as a stronghold of resistance. The traboules (secret passages) through houses
enabled the local people to escape Gestapo raids. On 3 September 1944, the
city was liberated by the 1st Free French Division and the Forces Françaises de
l’Intérieur. The city is now home to a resistance museum.

Language
The official language is French, and here are some useful expressions if you sadly
encounter someone who doesn’t speak English.
Phonetics: “é” sounds [e], “è” sounds [ɛ], “ç” sounds [s], “gn” sounds [ɲ].

English

French

English

French

Hello
Yes

Bonjour

Go!

A toi!

Oui

Target

Cible

No

Non

In response

En réponse

I don’t speak
French

Je ne parle pas
Français

End of turn

Fin de tour

I don’t
understand

Je ne comprends
pas

Wait

Attend

How much is it?

Combien ça
coûte?

Draw (a card)

Pioche

Expensive

Cher

Draw (a game)

Égalité

Cheap

Pas cher

Good luck

Bonne chance

I like it

Ça me plait

Good game

Bien joué

Excuse me

Excusez-moi

I win

J’ai gagné

Beer

Bière

I lose

J’ai perdu

Thank you

Merci

I concede

Je concède

General Tips
International Phone Code +33
Time Zone GMT +2
SMOKING
Smoking is forbidden in public places
(bars, restaurants, train stations,
hotels, etc) but you can smoke
outdoors.
MONEY
French currency is Euro. Credit
cards are widely used and accepted,

specially Visa and Mastercard.
However, it’s always a good idea to
have some cash with you (some stores
don’t accept credit cards). Paychecks
are mostly unaccepted.
ELECTRICITY current is at 220V
and 50Hz. Plug types C, E and F.
Average temperature in November
3-18° C.

Safety
Phone numbers
If you need help, the emergency
number is 112, like in most European
countries. But there are direct local
emergency numbers :
For medical emergencies : 15
For police emergencies : 17
For firefighters emergencies : 18
If you call by mistake, don’t hang
up! Explain them that you made a
mistake. If you don’t, they might
send an emergency team to check if
everything is alright.
State of emergency
Since 2015 November, France has set

up a State of Emergency plan. You will
probably meet policemen and soldiers
in arms in public places and in streets.
Moreover, bags can be searched at any
public buildings doors by Policemen
and Security Guards
You MUST have your identity card
or your passport whenever you decide
to move from the convention center
or from your hotel, and wherever you
want to go. If you don’t have it and
you are controlled by policemen, you
might be put in custody. Unattended
bags and luggages will be destroyed
and you may get sued.
All these steps are made for your
safety and the safety of others.

Tips
Lyon is usually a safe place, but crime exists everywhere, so:
- Avoid walking alone by night
- Pay attention to your stuff, especially in public transportation and crowded
places.
- Pickpockets and master thief work in team. If someone comes and talks to
you, pay attention to everything around you, especially by night or in crowded
places. Some teams are mainly made up of kids. Pay attention to them.
- Don’t leave anything visible in your car, even in car parks. If you have a
foreign license plate, try to not leave anything in your car, even in the trunk.
- Hide your PIN number when you pay with your credit card or when you
withdraw cash.
- Try to have your identity documentation separated from your money.

Easiest way to arrive to Lyon & public
transportation system
By plane - Lyon Saint Exupery (LYS)
If you decide to come by plane, Lyon
has its own airport - Lyon Saint
Exupery (LYS) - which is linked with
most of the other european capitals
and large cities.
Once you’ve landed, LYS is directly
connected to the city by a tramway
line, working 7/7 from 04:25 to
00:00 with a tram each 30’ which
transports you from the airport to the
Lyon Part-dieu station (downtown).

You can reach to station directly
in the airport, in the TGV station.
Tickets can be bought on site or on
www.rhonexpress.fr.
You can also find taxis at the exit of the
Airport. The trip cost between airport
and Part-Dieu train station is 55€-75€.
You can download the plan below by
clicking on this link!

By plane – Roissy (CDG)

If your departure point isn’t linked with LYS you can choose to land on
Roissy Charles De Gaulle (CDG), the biggest french airport. If you do so,
CDG is directly linked with Lyon Part-Dieu by high speed train (only a
two hours trip). This travel is from 75€ the round trip.
According to your landing terminal, you’ll have to reach the rail station (red
circle on the plan), click on the picture for a larger one.

By plane – Geneva Airport (GVA)
GVA is also directly linked with Lyon Part-dieu, for ~2 hours travel (from 70€
the round trip) This airport has only one terminal, but you’ll have to take a
specific way when landing to access to the bus terminal. You’ll have to take back
your luggage, and go to the Swiss customs. Then, you’ll have to rise at check-in
level, then to follow the “Destination France” signs.
The rail station is at the the Check-in and Arrival levels. You can book your
travel on www.voyages-sncf.com (from 40 € the round-trip, 2h travel).
You’ll have to be careful, all buses/trains going to France leave from Swiss
territory: make sure you have valid identity papers (Swiss visa: obtain
information depending on nationality).

By train
If you choose to reach Lyon by the rails, you’ll be able to reach the city by High
Speed Train and arrive downtown in both Lyon Part-Dieu and Lyon Perrache
stations. You’ll find in the table below the principal which you can arrive from
(prices from www.voyages-sncf.com) :
Departure

Arrival

Time

Cost

Paris

Lyon Part-Dieu

02h00

From 80€

London

Lyon Part-Dieu

5h30

From 130€

Frankfürt

Lyon Part-Dieu

6h00

From 95€

Brussels

Lyon Part-Dieu

3h45

From 70€

Bern

Lyon Part-Dieu

3h45

From 85€

Barcelona

Lyon Part-Dieu

From 5h00

From 100€

Amsterdam

Lyon Part-Dieu

5h45

From 160€

Milano

Lyon Part-Dieu

6h00

From 90€

By Bus
You can also reach Lyon by bus if travel time is less a matter. If you do so, the
buses can drop you in the two stations, which are both downtown. Here are
below some of the cities connected with Lyon by Flixbus :
Departure

Arrival

Time

Cost

Paris (Bercy)

Lyon Part-Dieu

From 5h30

20€

Berlin

Lyon Part-Dieu

20h00

70€

Frankfürt

Lyon Part-Dieu

From 13h00

40€

Brussels

Lyon Part-Dieu

25h00

65€

Praha

Lyon Part-Dieu

From 19h00

48€

Barcelona

Lyon Part-Dieu

18h00

38€

Amsterdam

Lyon Part-Dieu

25h00

60€

Vienna

Lyon Perrache

20h00

50€

Milano

Lyon Perrache

16h00

45€

By car
Finally, if you prefer to take a road trip and use the car, Lyon is linked with most
of the european capitals with highways. Here are them on the table below :

Departure

Highways

Time

Toll fee

Luxembourg

A31

5h00

30€

Paris

A6

4h30

33€

Frankfürt

B44, A5, A6

6h30

29,5€

Brussels

E40, E411, A31

7h00

30€

Bern

E25, A42

3h20

53€

Amsterdam

E35, A27 E411
A3, A6

9h00

30€

London (channel)

A2, M20, A16,
A26, A4, A5

9h00

37.6€

Praha

A6, A5, A40,
A42

10h00

50€

Milano

E66, A70, A32,
A43

5h00

70€

Vienna

A1, A8, A99,
A96, A14, A1,
A42

11h30

37€

Madrid

M40, E90, A1,
A63, A9

12h23

70€

To reduce the cost and the environmental impact,
don’t hesitate to use carpooling !

Public transportation System
Lyon has a pretty big and efficient public transport system. You’ll find 4 metro
lines (A, B, C, D), 5 tramway lines, 26 major bus lines (labelled with a C) and
around 100 normal bus lines to go wherever you want in the city and close
suburbs. Most of these lines work from around 5.30 AM to around 00 AM.
There are also 4 night buses line called “pleine lune” (“full moon”) to bring you
back home. The website is clear and easy to use to find your way. You can also
find the TCL App on google play or Itunes which is pretty convenient as it can
display in real time all the troubles on the network. You’ll find on the website an
interactive plan, or many standards maps depending of your needs.
You validate your ticket in the tramways and buses and at the entrance of metro
stations. Validate your ticket every time you enter a new tram, bus or metro.
Don’t ride without a ticket, there are many tickets inspectors, especially in big
hub stations (like Bellecour and Part Dieu) and in the evening and the fine is
quite expensive (more than 30€). It will be the case at the end of the GP, so
be careful ! Fares tickets are available in ticketing machines at every metro and
tram station or directly in the buses (but it will cost 2€ instead of 1,8€). But
be careful, you cannot buy any ticket in the tramway. You can travel on all the
network (metro/tram/bus/funicular) during one hour with a standard ticket
after the first validation.
1 ticket is 1,80€ (2€ in the buses)
10 tickets pack is 15,90€
2 hours ticket is 3€
24h ticket is 5,5€
Evening ticket (7pm to end of service) is 3€
You’ll obtain the plan of the whole network clicking this link !
You also can get taxis in different companies :
TaxiLyon: +33 4 72 10 86 86
AlloTaxi: +33 4 78 28 23 23
Taxi Lyonnais: +33 4 78 26 81 81

Venue
Address

Eurexpo Lyon

9 Avenue Louis Blériot, 69680 Chassieu

How to get to the venue
Public transportation :
From TGV Station Part-Dieu
(exit Alpes) : 30 minutes
Tramway T3 Vaulx-en-Velin La Soie Car:
then Navettes Direct Eurexpo (Ligne There’s a huge parking in the venue,
100)
which is also equipped with electric
car loading systems. You can access the
From Lyon Centre : 30 minutes
venue by Gate Ouest (Visiteurs) on
Métro D exit Grange Blanche + Tram the A43, exit Eurexpo Boulevard de
T5 exit Eurexpo
l’Europe, 69680 Chassieu.
From TGV Station Perrache : 40
minutes
Tram T2 exit Grange Blanche + Tram
T5 exit Eurexpo

Hotels
Near the venue
There’s no hotel in a 10’ walking range of the venue, but, as the parking is huge,
here’s our selection of hotels in a 10’ car range ! If youwant more, check this
map ! There’s also a staff hotel (but this one is really far from the venue)!
Brithotel Lyon Eurexpo

Novotel Lyon Eurexpo

From 34€/night
16 Rue Bastié, 69500 Bron
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 37 46 46

From 83€/night
260 Avenue Monnet, 69500 Bron
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 15 65 65

Kyriad Lyon Eurexpo

B&B Lyon Eurexpo

From 32€/night
2 Av. Mouillard, 69500 Bron
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 26 50 76

From 40€/night
2 Rue Fresnel, 69680 Chassieu
Website - Tel: +33 892 70 24 10

Gatsby Hotel

Kyriad Prestige Eurexpo

From 83€/night
36 Rue Lumière, 69680 Chassieu
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 47 01 02

Best Western Eurexpo

From 80€/night
38 Av Montgolfier, 69680 Chassieu
Website - Tel: +33 4 37 25 80 00

Golden Tulip Eurexpo

From 90€/night
82 Route de Lyon, 69680 Chassieu
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 47 72 72

From 108€/night
160 Cours du 3° Millénaire, 69791
Saint-Priest
Website - Tel: +33 4 37 25 25 25

Première classe - Eurexpo

Parkest - Eurexpo

From 35€
24 Bd De Gaulle, 69150 Decines
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 26 57 44

From 57€/night
7 Imp. De Broglie, 69740 Genas
Website - Tel: +33 4 27 02 70 04

La vie de château
If you plan to stay a few days in Lyon (before going to the World Magic Cup for
example), we selected a few hotels which will really make you take the pulse of
the city and view its most beautiful parts. These represent the true image of the
vie de château: luxury & romantism...
Cour des Loges

From 190€/night
6 Rue du Bœuf, 69005 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 77 44 44

Nestled in the heart of Vieux-Lyon, Cour des Loges
resembles a castle in the city whose decor takes you
back to the Italian Renaissance.
Perfect blend of historic charm and modern
comfort, Cour des Loges 5 -star hotel promises
luxury bespoke luxury getaways in the capital
of Gaul : 1 Michelin star restaurant Les Loges,
chic bistro Café Épicerie, bar and cigar room,
Epicurean cooking atelier La Petite Loge, Pure
Altitude Spa, swimming pool, sauna, steam room, gym,
hanging gardens, and valet for all your desires, 3 “Clefs d’Or” concierges. Treat
yourself to an exceptional stay fully tailored to your wishes...
With a particular attention to decor details and an emphasis on comfort, the
56 rooms and 4 suites of Cour des Loges each offer a dramatic backdrop for
your getaway in Lyon. With a subtle blend of materials, period furniture, a
refined atmosphere awaits... The “photographer’s room,” recalls the photographic
heritage of the Lumière Brothers while the “Painter’s room” honors the work of
interior decor done by talented artist Hervé Thibault. In other rooms, inspired
by Les Loges opera boxes, you will find a headboard inspired by Venetian
murals here, an antique desk with a trompe l’oeil of a Grand Canal in Venice
scene there, dramatic touches that make each room unique...

Villa Florentine

From 175€/night
25 Montée Saint-Barthélémy, 69005
Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 56 56 56

A former convent fantastically located on the top of the Fourvière hill, La Villa
Florentine is a ***** boutique hotel and a member of the Relais et Châteaux
association. The building, whose Renaissance architecture offers spacious rooms
and large windows bathed in light, features 29 rooms and suites as well as a large
terrace with a swimming pool overlooking the district of Vieux Lyon.
The hotel provides you with a comprehensive range of amenities: wellness area
with a swimming pool, steam room, sauna, jacuzzi, cardio-training room, bar,
conference room, gastronomic restaurant, concierge service, and more.
Located in the heart of the Vieux Lyon district, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, Villa Florentine is in the immediate vicinity of some of the city’s historic
sites, such as the Basilica of Notre-Dame de Fourvière and the Gallo-Roman
amphitheatre.
Onsite, the Les Terrasses de Lyon restaurant offers refined gourmet dishes
showcasing regional products. Chef David Delsart is assisted by Head
Sommelier Gaëtan Bouvier, chosen as France’s best sommelier in 2016.

Touring and Sightseeing in Lyon
Museum of confluence
Do you want to see some living snakes,
spiders or poisonous fishes ? Give
a try to the “Venenum” temporary
Tramway T1 : Musée des Confluences exposition on all kinds of poisons and
The most recent but probably the venoms.
most known of Lyon museums, this You’re in Lyon, Birthplace of cinema,
big weird spaceshift looking building you might enjoy the temporary
is a really great museum with lots of exposition about the Lumière brothers,
temporary expositions and a great creators of cinema with a lots of movies
permanent collection.
and pictures about their invention.
86 Quai Perrache, 69002 Lyon
Website - +33 4 28 38 12 12

Musée des miniatures et cinéma
60, rue Saint Jean 69005 Lyon
Website - +33 4 72 00 24 77
Metro: Vieux Lyon
In the Old Lyon, you’ll find this huge
museum behind a really small door.
Here you will see a nice collection of
original props and artefacts from more
than 400 movies, from the Chucky
Doll to the real and animated Alien
Queen from Aliens, quite impressive.

You will also be able to look at more
than one hundred miniature scenes
handmade by the museum creator,
Dan Ohlmann.
It may looks like a tourist trap at first
glance, but it’s a really nice museum
to visit if you’re into movies and geek
stuffs.

Traboules in the Vieux Lyon and the Croix Rousse hill
Everywhere in the Old Lyon and Croix-Rousse Hill - Website
If you enjoy walking in the streets of an unknown city to discover hidden
marvels, you’ve come to the right place ! The “traboules” are hidden passages
between buildings and a lot of them are opened to the public, you will find
most of them in the Vieux Lyon and also on the Croix Rousse hill (where you
can find the most beautiful, in my opinion). You can either walk and try to
discover them, you might recognize a traboule thanks to a little sign near a
building door, like this one :

or you can either use the link above to find them all or take a guided tour to
learn some historical facts (the traboules were used a lot during WWII by the
french resistance for example).

The Basilica of Fourvière and the Antique Theater
Museum : 17 rue Cléberg 69005 Lyon from there and even when the weather
is not great, you have a wonderfull
Website - +33 4 72 38 49 30
view of the whole city in front of you.
Basilica : 8 Place de Fourvière,
A few hundred meters below the
69005 Lyon
Basilica, you’ll find the Antique
Another noticeable monument in Theater of Fourvière and the Odeon,
Lyon, standing on the top of its two old roman amphiteaters both on
namesake hill, you’ll find the Basilica the UNESCO World Heritage list and
of Fourvière, its crypt and a great the Gallo-roman museum, a museum
sightseeing spot. When the weather of archeology, especially focalised on
is great, you can see the Mont Blanc the Lyon history.

Food and drinks
Regional Specialties
Welcome to the World capital of
gastronomy (just that !) Lyon is
renowned for its local specialties which
you can find in little restaurants called
“Bouchons”. Most of them can be
found in the “Vieux Lyon” or in the
“Rue des Marronniers”. Lyon’s food is
pretty fat heavy, you mostly can’t eat
traditional food while on a diet. If
you’re feeling a bit daring, you can try
the followings:
“Le tablier de sapeur” : Parts of a belly
beef breaded then fried. This is served
with a “sauce gribiche” made with
chive, and potatoes. It can be a starter
or a main course.

“La cervelle de canut” : Cream cheese
with salt, peppers, chive, herbs.
“Les grattons” : Fried pork fat served
as appetizer.
“La quenelle lyonnaise” : Kind of
dumpling made of flour and mashed
pike, served with a “sauce nantua”
made with butter and crawfish.
“La salade lyonnaise” : Mixed salad
with: poached egg, crust of bread,
tomatoes, fried dice of bacon or
chicken livers.

Our selection of restaurants
There’s nothing noticeable around the
venue of the tournament, and we won’t
advice any of the restaurants which are
in a 10’ range. But if you want to have
your meal in this zone, you’ll find a list
of restaurants on this link.
You are in France, let’s drink (with
moderation) some wine. In Lyon,
you’re between the “Côtes du Rhône”
and the “Beaujolais” mostly known
for their red wines. You will find wines
from almost everywhere in France, but
if you go into a Bouchon, don’t ask for

a Bordeaux Wine ! Wine bars are also
quite easy to find if you want to taste a
wider range of wines. You’ll find some
local beers also, but nothing really
noticeable, most restaurant have basic
beers (Heineken, 1664 or Leffe mostly).
The most touristic neighbourhood for
eating and drinking is the Old Town
“Le vieux Lyon” which is the western
part of the city. There you’ll find most
of the bouchons lyonnais and most of
the pubs. The bouchons in this area are
mostly “tourist traps”. Even if they’re
good, they’re very expensive.

Chez Chabert

14 Quai R. Rolland, 69005 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 42 99 65
From 25€/person Metro: Vieux Lyon

The catering at Chabert’s will
always remain a matter of family,
passion for taste and tradition, an
authentic know-how, a respect of
legacy, for the greatest pleasure of
connoisseurs.

One of the most iconic and oldest bouchon in the vieux lyon .You can’t find a
more traditional bouchon in Lyon. It’s quite expensive (the menu is 27€) but the
quality is definitely here. I hope you’re hungry because you’ll have to eat a dozen
different meals.

By far the best quality/price ratio in
the “Rue Mercière”, one of the most
famous touristic street in Lyon.
You can have a full meal for about
30€ in the evening and 20€ at
lunch.

Le Mercière

56 Rue Mercière, 69002 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 37 67 35
From 30€/ person
Metro: Bellecour/Cordeliers

But you’ll find some famous meals in the “À la carte” menu which won’t make you
regreat to be in this place ! A must see !

Le Bistrot des Maquignons

13 Grande Rue de la Guillotière, 69005
Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 71 63 87
Metro: Saxe-Gambetta/Garibaldi

Want
an
almost
gourmet
restaurant for a very affordable
price ? Welcome to the Bistrot des
Maquignons. Delicious food in a
really nice place.

You can have the “Menu du Bistrot”
for 27€ with starter, main course and dessert or choose among large and various
“À la carte” menu, around 10€ for the starters, 20€ for the main courses (or 92€
for the Black Angus plancha to share with friends) and 7,5€ for desserts. Closed
on sunday evening .

This is the choice of the Travel Guide redactors.

Monplaisir Côté Cour

64, Avenue des frères Lumière,
69008 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 75 00 00
Metro: Sans souci

Innovative in a classical way, you
will find here some classic “urban”
dishes, different kinds of meats
and fishes, big salads, burgers and
flammenkueche.

You will find something you like for
sure ! Starter/main course/Dessert menu around 25€, A la carte menu around 20€
for main course.If you want to eat for lunch, give a phone call as the place is often
crowded between 12pm and 2pm. You’ll find a lunch menu for 15€

For vegetarians and vegans
Fresh
products,
homemade
Yaafa, falafel dealer
lemonade and iced tea, really nice
186 Avenue des Frères Lumière, 69008
chickpea balls, a large variety of
Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 9 86 15 46 00
recipes, and a wonderful outside
Metro: Grange Blanche
terrace for a nice chill. Only a few
hundred meters from the T5 tram
terminus (the one you will use to
go to the venue) in Grange Blanche. You don’t even have to be a vegan to enjoy
the place and food. Between 7€ and 10€ for a Pita + drink and dessert.

This is the choice of the Travel Guide redactors.
Sushis and asian restaurants
Sushimasa - Université

53 rue de l’université, 69007 Lyon
Website - Tel +33 4 37 70 60 52
Metro: Jean Macé

Sushimasa - Challemel Lacour

3 rue Challemel Lacour, 69007 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 72 48 98
Metro: Saxe-Gambetta/Garibaldi

All you can eat sushi on a treadmill. Nice and cheap. 16/18€ for lunch and
25/28€ in the evening.

Chez Fyfy - Marronniers

6, Rue des Marronniers, 69002 Lyon
Website - Tel +33 4 72 41 81 22
Metro: Bellecour

Chez Fyfy - Mercière

33, Rue Mercière, 69002 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 37 78 37
Metro: Cordeliers

Traditional Sushi/Maki/Sashimi restaurant among the best in town. (Between
15 and 25€ for a sushi menu). Can be delivered in all Lyon
Chez Terra

81 Rue Duguesclin, 69006 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 89 05 04
Metro: Foch

Best traditional japanese restaurant in Lyon, not cheap, but really tasty and
surprising.
Also one of the few japanese restaurants actually held by Japanese people.
Sure, you’ll find sushis but you’ll also find more unusual dishes and for Rice
Sake lovers, a lot of choice. Between 20€ and 50€ for a full meal.
Closed on monday and sunday.

Bistro Zakka

5 rue d’Aguesseau, 69007 Lyon
Website - Tel: +33 4 72 70 91 31
Metro: Guillotière

Do you want to eat something quite unusual ?
Let’s eat some Baos and Guabaos.
Traditionnal stuffed buns from the north of China with a large choice of
different stuffing, even a vegan one ! From 3,9€ a piece.
Closed on monday to thursday evening and on sunday.

Bars and snacking
Ninkasi

All over the city
Website

The most known bars from Lyon are the
Ninkasis.

The first one opened in Gerland in the
late 90’s and now, you can find a Ninkasi
in almost every district of the town with 9
bars downtown and a few other in the suburbs of the city.
Homebrewed beer and “DIY” burgers are the trademark of the Ninkasis.
It’s the most iconic bar in Lyon and you won’t meet a single inhabitant who never
went to a Ninkasi.

On the Place Ambroise Courtois,
L’industrie
you’ll find the birthplace of
10 place A. Courtois, 69008 Lyon
Cinema ; created by the Lumière
Website - Tel: +33 4 78 76 44 65
brothers in the late 19th century,
Metro: Monplaisir Lumière
and also, you’ll find L’Industrie,
a nice bar (which also becomes
a restaurant at lunch and dinner
time) with a welcoming terrace and a large choice of draft beers.
Not very far from the terminus of T5 Tramway, it’s probably one of the closest
and coolest bar from the venue.

The Smoking Dog

16 Rue Lainerie, 69005 Lyon
+33 4 78 28 38 27
Metro: Vieux Lyon

Do you want to get a real Guiness
after a hard day of judging ?

Travel across the whole city, go to
the Smoking Dog, and enter into
one of the plentiful english pubs
in the Old Lyon. There’s a large
choice of drafts beers, stouts and ales and of course, some quizzes on tuesday.
A must see if you’re found of beer!

Local Game Stores
Carta’jeu

Advanced+
297 Rue Garibaldi, 69007 Lyon
+33 9 52 61 11 78

Now the biggest store in town. One of the only store in Lyon selling singles,
you’ll find here the biggest community of players from regular player to GP
winner and WMCQ player.
The store hold Magic tournaments almost everyday.

Party Rock Bar

3 Rue du Plat, 69002 Lyon
+33 6 34 09 52 31

Quite a small place, essentially a bar
where people can play Magic. This
is a rather casual environment.
Go there if you want to grab a beer
and play some games.

Arcaneum Bar Gaming

Advanced +
49 rue des Antonins, 69100
Villeurbanne
+33 6 49 62 22 51

A really cool gaming bar in the suburbs of Lyon, you’ll also find here a dozen
computers for League of Legends, Starcraft, Hearthstone and others online
games alongside a nice Magic community.
You’re a retroplayer ? Almost all old game consoles with a great selection of
oldies but goodies. Quite large choice of drinks and snacks to drink and eat
while drafting.

Juman’Jeux

Advanced
15 rue Aimé Collomb, 69003 Lyon
+33 (0) 9 80 92 18 73

A quite new store with a very
regular community.
In a jungle ambiance, you’ll find
dozens of board games, miniatures
games and of course Magic and
TCGs. There’s a standard or
Modern tournament every monday
alongside FNM and Showdown.

Trollune

Advanced+
25 Rue Sebastien Gryphe, 69007 Lyon
+33 4 78 69 85 56

Once the biggest Magic store in town, now it’s just the biggest game store in
town and one of the nicest fantasy book store with a very large choice in french
off course but also in english.
The Magic community decayed a lot in the last two years but you can still find
everything you need to play Magic (except singles) along three big rooms to play
freely and Magic tournaments every week.

Local contacts
If you need informations once on site, you can contact these
Judges, who will be happy to help you!

Gilles Demarle

Jérémy Ganivet

+33 6 23 16 06 38

+33 6 13 67 27 83
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